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Fixed orthodontic appliances can have a negative
impact on the musical ability of wind-instru-

ment players by causing discomfort and by inter-
fering with the correct embouchure.1-8 This report
describes a survey of band members in junior high
and high schools on the effects of their orthodon-
tic appliances.

Methodology

The questionnaire contained the following six
questions:
1. What instrument do you play?
2. How long did you play it before you had
braces?
3. How did braces affect the way you played
your instrument?
4. How long did it take you to get used to play-
ing your instrument with braces?
5. Did any specific aids (examples: wax, brace
guard, etc.) help you get used to playing your
instrument with braces?
6. Do you have any suggestions to help people
who play wind instruments adjust easier to
braces?

Band students at a high school and junior high
school in Katy, Texas, and at high schools in the
Oklahoma City area were surveyed. A total of 78
responses were received. The instruments were

fgrouped into five categories based on the type of
mouthpiece and its relationship to the oral structures
(Table 1).

Results

The length of time respondents had played
their instruments before getting braces ranged

tfrom zero to eight years, with an average of about
two years. Overall, only 14% of the respondents

rsaid that braces had no adverse effect on their
playing ability.

For purposes of this study, “getting used to
braces” was defined as achieving the playing pro-
ficiency that the student had before orthodontic
treatment. Woodwind players, and particularly
those who played reed instruments, seemed to
adjust quickly, usually in less than a month (Fig.
1). Brass players took longer to adjust to playing
their instruments with braces—an average of one
to three months (Fig. 2). This result is not surpris-

ting, because brass mouthpieces are pressed against
both the upper and lower lips. There was a wide
range of adjustment times, however, especially
for flute and high brass players (Fig. 3). There was
no correlation between the adjustment time and the

tlength of time the student had played the instrument
prior to orthodontic treatment.

Wax was the most popular aid used to relieve
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TABLE 1
INSTRUMENTS INCLUDED IN SURVEY

Category Included Instruments Mouthpiece Description

Woodwinds
Flute Flute Mouthpiece resting against bottom lip
Single reed Clarinet, saxophone Mouthpiece with single bamboo reed attached underneath
Double reed Bassoon, oboe Double bamboo reed held between lips

Brass
High brass Trumpet, French horn Small metal mouthpiece pressed against lips
Low brass Trombone, euphonium, tuba Large metal mouthpiece pressed against lips
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discomfort while playing an instrument (Fig. 4).
Most of the flute and single-reed players said they
applied wax to each bracket to avoid impinge-

ment on the cheeks or lips. On the other hand, many
of the double-reed and brass players did not use any
aids for their braces.
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Fig. 1 Time required to adjust to orthodontic appliances.

Fig. 2 Average adjustment time by type of instrument.
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Five of the 78 respondents reported using
other methods to minimize the effects of their
appliances, with varying degrees of success.
Chamois strips made of deerskin were cut into
strips and soaked in mouthwash before being
placed over the brackets. Paraffin wax was melted
on a stove and molded to the braces before hard-

rening. One student folded tape over the lower
brackets to cover the labial surfaces of the teeth.
Another tried using masking tape to cover the
appliances, but reported no improvement. Only one
respondent had used a commercially available aid
such as Morgan Bumpers* (a C-shaped, medical-
grade polyvinyl chloride shield), Braceguard**
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Fig. 3 Range of adjustment times by type of instrument.

Fig. 4 Aids used by wind-instrument players with orthodontic appliances.
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(a putty-catalyst combination), or Brace Gard***
(a food-grade transparent silicone wax). This sug-
gests either that these devices do not work well or
that few orthodontists recommend them to their
patients.

Nearly all the band students had the same
advice for other wind-instrument players who were
trying to adjust to orthodontic appliances: “They
will get used to it”. The second most popular rec-
ommendation was to practice more to become
accustomed to the braces. Many woodwind play-
ers recommended using wax, and most brass play-
ers believed it was advisable not to press the
mouthpiece too hard against the lips.

Conclusion

All the wind-instrument players who started
orthodontic treatment had to reestablish their
embouchures and essentially learn to play their
instruments again. Brass players generally seemed
to suffer more adverse effects from wearing braces
than woodwind players did, but many students
reported difficulty in playing high and low notes.

Wax was the most popular comfort aid, espe-
cially among woodwind players. Since the wax
works by smoothing the rough edges of the brack-
ets, it seems that wind players would cope better
with brackets that have reduced profiles and
smooth, rounded edges that will not cut or irritate
the lips.
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